Displacement encoding for the measurement of cartilage deformation.
Articular cartilage is a load bearing and lubricating tissue in animal joints. Heterogeneous deformations arise in the structured and zonal tissue under the application of mechanical load. The character of these deformations is altered by degenerative joint disease. Here, we document an MRI-based technique for determining deformations throughout the volume of the tissue based on displacement encoding with stimulated echoes (DENSE) and a fast spin echo (FSE) readout. A DENSE-FSE technique was designed to image cartilage at 9.4 Tesla in a deformed state during the application of cyclic mechanical loading. Artifact elimination arising from stimulated echoes and FSE was accomplished by radio frequency pulse phase cycling. The error of the technique was random and was quantified in terms of precision as better than 0.17% strain. Heterogeneous deformation field patterns in axial, transverse, and shear directions were quantified in a single tissue explant loaded in simple uniaxial compression. The technique is appropriate for documenting tissue deformations during applied physiologically relevant stress levels and loading rates. It may also be applied to characterize the micromechanical strain environment in normal, diseased, or regenerated cartilage in response to applied mechanical loading.